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54 Easywalker Collection 202030 Years History

A GAME CHANGER AND  
CHALLENGER SINCE 1989

1989

2019

2020

2014 2017

Easywalker was founded in 
Amsterdam, when René Floore  
left his job at his father’s butcher 
shop to develop the first  
three-wheel stroller in Europe:  
the Easywalker Classic.

Global exclusive 
partnership with 
MINI: buggies  
and strollers.

Easywalker launches its 
fashionable interpretation  
of Mickey and Minnie.

QTRO: Easywalker’s 
first four-wheel stroller.

JUNE, later Mosey,  
the compact  
four-wheel stroller.

The Easywalker SKY 
is the award-winning 
successor of the 
Easywalker Classic.

Easywalker DUO,  
the twin version of 
the SKY.

Harvey, Easywalker’s 
signature stroller is 
launched.

Buggy XS, a super- 
compact folding  
buggy is added to  
the collection.

From our offices 
in Amsterdam, we 
stimulate parents in 
over 50 countries 
to get out there. 
René’s original and 
entrepreneurial spirit 
from 1989 is still alive!

Miley:  
compact buggy  
becomes  
sophisticated.

Jackey, the 
first buggy with 
automatic folding 
system, is added 
to the collection.

Rudey, Easywalker’s 
most spacious 
stroller, is launched.

2016 2020

Daniel de Lange  
acquires Easywalker.

2018

Charley, the 
compact version of 
Harvey, is launched  
for city usage.

Harvey is awarded  
“Best Stroller” and  
“Best Buy” by the Dutch 
Consumer’s Association 
and receives the highest 
rating ever given to a 
stroller.

2006

2009

2012



76 Easywalker Collection 2020Life is glorious. Let’s go.

To all new parents: We invite you to go  
out into the world and rediscover it 
through the eyes of your child. To travel, 
explore and move around together. 
To create a new bond and a lifetime of 
memories wherever you are, within  
the beautiful world around you.
 
At Easywalker, our mission is simple:  
to make it easier for you and your child  
to move around together.
 
We try our best to achieve this by 
designing affordable strollers and buggies 
that ride smoothly, are simple to use,  
and pleasing to the eye.
 
We believe that at the end of the day,  
it’s the moments you experience that 
matter, not the things you own.
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BEAUTIFULLY
SIMPLE
At Easywalker we want to stimulate parents to go 
outside. We do this by creating innovative products 
that look good and are built to last. All our products 
are made with high quality materials and tested 
according to the highest standards.

DUTCH DESIGN 

∙ innovative and durable  
 products designed in  
 Amsterdam

WARRANTY  

∙ 2-year warranty on all   
 products

THE SMOOTHEST  
DRIVING EXPERIENCE

4-wheel suspension ∙

anti-leakage wheels ∙

aluminium frame ∙

lightweight ∙

TESTED AND APPROVED

EN1888:2018-2 ∙

∙

THE HIGHEST QUALITY  
FABRICS

∙ UPF +50 canopy

∙ water-repellant

∙ breathable

∙ washable

∙ fashionable colors

Best in Test & Best Buy by the 
Dutch Consumer’s Association  

with a 9,2 overall score and  
a 9,9 score for driving behaviour  
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compact stroller

buggies

strollers

EASYWALKER
COLLECTION
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Say hello to Harvey2, the award- 
winning stroller praised for its driving 
comfort and ease of use. Harvey2 is 
perfectly suited for every terrain and  
was designed for parents who love to  
go for walks in the city and in the 
countryside. Compared to other brands, 
this fullsize stroller is the lightest  
and most compact you will find.
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with carrycot with parent facing seatwith world facing seat

with car seat with seat and carrycot
(optional extension set)

with two seats
(optional extension set)

 
HARVEY2  |  FULL TRAVEL SYSTEM

explore  |  spacious  |  comfortable 
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Harvey2 is the most compact and comfortable stroller  
in the full-size stroller segment.

compact when folded 
with or without seat

large and easy accessible 
shopping basket

height adaptable carrycot  
and seat (accessory)

large seat with four 
reclining positions

adjustable leg restheight-adjustable handlebar

the most comfortable ride extendable for use with a second 
child (optional as accessory)

lightweight (10.8 kg)  
and very easy to use

 
HARVEY2  |  FEATURES

10.8 
KG
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night black
/ EHA20001 

desert pink
/ EHA20003 

ocean blue
/ EHA20002

stone grey
/ EHA20005

 
HARVEY2  |  COLORS

coral green
/ EHA20004
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easyboard
/ EA10008

rain cover  
carrycot
/ included

rain cover  
seat 
/ EHA20330

mosquito net  
twin carrycot
/ EHA10336

mosquito net  
carrycot
/ EHA20333

mosquito net  
seat
/ EHA20332

footmuff  
night black
/ EHA20301

footmuff  
desert pink
/ EHA20303

footmuff  
coral green
/ EHA20304

footmuff  
ocean blue
/ EHA20302

footmuff  
stone grey
/ EHA20305 

rain cover  
twin carrycot
/ included

twin carrycot 
night black
/ EHA20151

carrycot  
desert pink
/ EHA20103

carrycot  
night black
/ EHA20101

carrycot  
ocean blue
/ EHA20102

carrycot  
coral green
/ EHA20104

carrycot  
stone grey
/ EHA20105

extension set
/ EHA20201

XL shopping bag
/ EA10001

 
HARVEY2  |  ACCESSORIES

all-terrain wheel set
/ EHA21201

car seat adapter set
/ EHA13086

height adapter set
/ EHA23087

mattress cover
/ EHA20334
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The Harvey2 Premium was designed for 
parents who value great style as much  
as optimal functionality. The high-quality 
fabrics and leatherette details give this 
stroller a luxurious and premium look. 
You can safely carry your belongings 
in the large, closed basket, and the 
reflective stripe on the wheels guarantees 
your visibility, even at night. With an 
exceptionally smooth ride on every  
surface, the Harvey2 Premium is the  
most comfortable and elegant stroller  
of its kind.
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with carrycot with parent facing seatwith world facing seat

with car seat with seat and carrycot
(optional extension set)

with two seats
(optional extension set)

 
HARVEY2 PREMIUM  |  FULL TRAVEL SYSTEM

explore  |  spacious  |  comfortable 
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Harvey2 Premium was designed for parents that value  
great style and optimal functionality.

padded 5-point buckle 
including hip-belt pads

rain cover and height  
adapters included

compact when folded 
with or without seat

large, closed basketreflective stripe on wheels

big seat with four 
reclining positions

lightweight (10.8 kg)  
and very easy to use

 
HARVEY2 PREMIUM  |  FEATURES

10.8 
KG

high-quality fabrics and 
leatherette details

height-adjustable handlebar 
and leg rest
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HARVEY2 PREMIUM  |  COLORS

sapphire blue
/ EHA20012

onyx black
/ EHA20011

topaz blue
/ EHA20016
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HARVEY2 PREMIUM  |  ACCESSORIES

easyboard
/ EA10008

rain cover  
carrycot
/ included

rain cover  
seat 
/ included

mosquito net  
twin carrycot
/ EHA10336

mosquito net  
carrycot
/ EHA20333

mosquito net  
seat
/ EHA20332

footmuff 
sapphire blue
/ EHA20312

rain cover 
twin carrycot
/ included

twin carrycot 
night black
/ EHA20151

carrycot 
sapphire blue
/ EHA20112

footmuff 
onyx black
/ EHA20311

carrycot  
onyx black
/ EHA20111

XL shopping bag
/ EA10001

extension set
/ EHA20201

all-terrain wheel set
/ EHA21201

car seat adapter set
/ EHA13086

height adapter set
/ included

footmuff 
topaz blue
/ EHA20316

carrycot 
topaz blue
/ EHA20116

mattress cover
/ EHA20334
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Say hello to the Harvey2 All-Terrain,  
the award-winning stroller praised for  
its driving comfort and ease of use.  
The Harvey2 All-Terrain is designed for 
parents who love to go for walks in the city 
and in the countryside. The large wheels 
are fitted with extra profile tires, providing 
added grip even in the roughest terrain 
and the toughest weather conditions.  
This full-size stroller is one of the lightest 
and most compact you will find.
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with carrycot with parent facing seatwith world facing seat

with car seat with seat and carrycot
(optional extension set)

with two seats
(optional extension set)

explore  |  spacious  |  comfortable 

 
HARVEY2 ALL-TERRAIN  |  FULL TRAVEL SYSTEM
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Harvey2 All-Terrain was designed to provide an added grip  
even in the roughest terrains.

good grip on all terrains  
due to large wheels with 
extra profile tires

adjustable leg rest

extendable for use with a second 
child (optional as accessory)

compact when folded, 
with or without seat

large and easily-accessible 
shopping basket

height-adjustable carrycot and 
seat (accessory)

height-adjustable handlebar big seat with four 
reclining positions

lightweight (11.8 kg)  
and very easy to use

 
HARVEY2 ALL-TERRAIN  |  FEATURES

11.8 
KG
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stone grey
/ EHA21005

night black
/ EHA21001

coral green
/ EHA21004

ocean blue
/ EHA21002

 
HARVEY2 ALL-TERRAIN  |  COLORS

desert pink
/ EHA21003
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rain cover  
carrycot
/ included

rain cover  
seat 
/ EHA20330

mosquito net  
carrycot
/ EHA20333

mosquito net  
seat
/ EHA20332

mosquito net  
twin carrycot
/ EHA10336

rain cover  
twin carrycot
/ included

twin carrycot 
night black
/ EHA20151

XL shopping bag
/ EA10001

extension set
/ EHA20201

 
HARVEY2 ALL-TERRAIN  |  ACCESSORIES

easyboard
/ EA10008

footmuff  
night black
/ EHA20301

footmuff  
desert pink
/ EHA20303

footmuff  
coral green
/ EHA20304

footmuff  
ocean blue
/ EHA20302

footmuff  
stone grey
/ EHA20305 

carrycot  
desert pink
/ EHA20103

carrycot  
night black
/ EHA20101

carrycot  
ocean blue
/ EHA20102

carrycot  
coral green
/ EHA20104

carrycot  
stone grey
/ EHA20105

car seat adapter set
/ EHA13086

height adapter set
/ EHA23087

mattress cover
/ EHA20334
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The Harvey2 All-Terrain Peak was 
designed to be the most comfortable  
ride in every season. Its waterproof fabrics 
and wadded canopy will keep your little 
one warm and dry through rain or snow. 
On sunny summer days the XL sun visor 
will provide your child with some extra 
shade. With an exceptionally smooth  
ride on every surface, the Harvey2  
All-Terrain Peak is the perfect stroller  
for any weather condition.
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with carrycot with parent facing seatwith world facing seat

with car seat with seat and carrycot
(optional extension set)

with two seats
(optional extension set)

 
HARVEY2 ALL-TERRAIN PEAK  |  FULL TRAVEL SYSTEM

explore  |  spacious  |  comfortable 
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Harvey2 All-Terrain Peak is the most comfortable stroller  
for every season and every weather condition.

large, closed basketheight adaptable carrycot  
and seat (adapters included)

good grip on all terrains  
due to large wheels with 
extra profile tires

big seat with four recline 
positions

waterproof fabrics and 
wadded canopy

lightweight (11.8 kg)  
and very easy to use

 
HARVEY2 ALL-TERRAIN PEAK  |  FEATURES

11.8 
KG

winter inlay and rain cover  
included

detachable XL sun visor  
and faux fur trim included

compact when folded 
with or without seat
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HARVEY2 ALL-TERRAIN PEAK  |  COLORS

polar black
/ EHA22001

arctic grey
/ EHA22002
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easyboard
/ EA10008

rain cover  
carrycot
/ included

rain cover  
seat 
/ included

mosquito net  
twin carrycot
/ EHA10336

mosquito net  
carrycot
/ EHA20333

mosquito net  
seat
/ EHA20332

rain cover  
twin carrycot
/ included

twin carrycot 
night black
/ EHA20151

footmuff  
arctic grey
/ EHA20314

carrycot  
arctic grey
/ EHA22102

extension set
/ EHA20201

XL shopping bag
/ EA10001

 
HARVEY2 ALL-TERRAIN PEAK  |  ACCESSORIES

footmuff  
polar black
/ EHA20313

carrycot  
polar black
/ EHA22101

winter inlay 
/ included

car seat adapter set
/ EHA13086

height adapter set
/ included

mattress cover
/ EHA20334
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The Easywalker Rudey was designed to 
last. With comfort and reliability built 
into its sturdy frame, and large wheels 
with extra profile tires, Rudey won’t let 
you down. The fabrics are made from 
recycled plastic bottles, to contribute 
to a sustainable environment. Whether 
you’re out exploring in nature or strolling 
through the city, Rudey is your spacious 
travel companion on every family 
adventure.
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with carrycot with parent facing seatwith world facing seat

with car seat

 
RUDEY  |  FULL TRAVEL SYSTEM

comfortable | spacious | trustworthy 

SUSTAINABLE 
Rudey fabrics are  
made from recycled  
plastic bottles
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Rudey comes with a roomy carrycot and a large seat, to provide premium 
comfort for your child. The large wheels provide optimal stability to ensure  
the steadiest ride you’ll find in the full-size stroller category. 

compact when folded 
with or without seat

spacious shopping basket 
with separate rain cover 
storage space

unique accessory system

large seat with three reclining 
positions

extendable and height-
adjustable leg rest

lightweight (11.5 kg)  
and very easy to use

 
RUDEY  |  FEATURES

11.5 
KG

large anti-leak wheels with 
4-wheel suspension

roomy carrycot with 
anti-reflux mattress and 
organic cotton lining

complete package: includes 
frame, carrycot and seat
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forest green
/ ERU10003 

steel grey
/ ERU10002

 
RUDEY  |  COLORS

shadow black
/ ERU10001 
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rain cover  
carrycot
/ included

rain cover  
seat 
/ ERU10330

mosquito net  
carrycot
/ ERU10333

mosquito net  
seat
/ ERU10332

 
RUDEY  |  ACCESSORIES

car seat adapter set
/ ERU13086

footmuff  
steel grey
/ ERU10302

carrycot  
steel grey
/ EHA22102

footmuff  
shadow black
/ ERU10301

carrycot  
shadow black
/ EHA22101

footmuff  
forest green
/ ERU10303

carrycot  
forest green
/ EHA22102

easyboard
/ EA10008

steering wheel
/ EML10207

phone holder
/ EML10205

cup holder
/ EML10203

led light 
/ EML10204
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Meet Charley: the perfect city 
companion. This little beauty is  
the most compact, the most complete 
and at just 8 kg the lightest compared  
to other compact strollers. After a  
day of fun, Charley easily folds into  
a smooth and self-standing package.
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CHARLEY  |  FULL TRAVEL SYSTEM

with car seat

with parent facing seat

with soft cot

with world facing seatwith carrycot

city  |  compact  |  light 
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CHARLEY  |  FEATURES

big seat with three 
reclining positions

bumper bar included height-adjustable seat with  
height adapters (accessory) 

height-adjustable handlebar

XL sun canopy with ventilation 
and peekaboo window

folds compact into a smooth 
self-standing package

agile drive and easy to handlelightweight (8 kg) 

height-adjustable canopy

Easywalker Charley is the most compact, the most complete  
and with just 8 kg the lightest in the compact segment.

8 
KG
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night black
/ ECH20001

desert pink
/ ECH20003

glacier blue
/ ECH20002

cloud grey
/ ECH20004

 
CHARLEY  |  COLORS
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carrycot* 
night black
/ ECH10101

carrycot* 
desert pink
/ ECH10103

carrycot* 
glacier blue
/ ECH10102

carrycot* 
cloud grey
/ ECH10104

mosquito net carrycot 
/ EHA20333

leatherette bumper bar
/ included

rain cover carrycot
/ included

* carrycot adapters included

car seat adapter set 
/ ECH13086

height adapter set for seat
/ ECH13087

 
CHARLEY  |  ACCESSORIES

footmuff 
cloud grey 
/ EHA20307

footmuff 
night black 
/ EHA20301

footmuff 
desert pink 
/ EHA20303

rain cover seat
/ ECH10330

mosquito net seat 
/ ECH10332

footmuff 
glacier blue
/ EHA20306

soft cot
/ EA10007

easyboard
/ EA10008

XL shopping bag
/ EA10001

mattress cover
/ EHA20334
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The Easywalker Miley was designed for 
city life and for travelling. The compact, 
light and sophisticated design makes it  
the ideal companion for any journey.  
You only need one hand to fold the Miley 
into a cabin-size package that can easily 
be carried over the shoulder with the 
integrated shoulder strap. The fabrics are 
made from recycled plastic bottles, to 
contribute to a sustainable environment. 
Where will you go next?
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MILEY  |  FOR NEWBORNS

can be used with soft cotfully reclining seatup to 22 kg

travel  |  compact  |  elegant 
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MILEY  |  FEATURES

The Easywalker Miley was designed for city life and for travelling.

extendable sun canopy and 
height-adjustable leg rest

peekaboo windowintegrated transport bag 
and shoulder strap included

one-handed seat adjustment, 
folding and unfolding

folds into a smooth, self-
standing package (cabin size*)

bumper bar and rain cover 
included

unique accessory systemlightweight (7 kg), with  
four wheel suspension

7 
KG

sustainable fabrics made from 
recycled plastic bottles

* when in doubt, check with your airline

SUSTAINABLE 
Miley fabrics are  
made from recycled  
plastic bottles
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MILEY  |  COLORS

night black
/ EML10001

granite grey
/ EML10005

ocean blue
/ EML10002

coral green
/ EML10004

desert pink
/ EML10003
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MILEY  |  ACCESSORIES

transport bag
/ included

soft cot
/ EA10007

easyboard
/ EA10008

mosquito net 
/ EML10202

rain cover 
/ included

steering wheel
/ EML10207

phone holder
/ EML10205

cup holder
/ EML10203

led light 
/ EML10204
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Simply press and go. The Easywalker 
Jackey was designed for parents that are 
looking for just that little extra. With just 
the push of a button, Jackey folds into a 
compact, lightweight and self-standing 
bundle. Designed for busy parents with an 
appreciation for both style and simplicity, 
Jackey lets you easily move with your 
child. Complete with a refined finish and 
sustainable fabrics. Travelling with a buggy 
has never been easier, we promise.
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JACKEY  |  FOR NEWBORNS

can be used with soft cotfully reclining seatup to 22 kg

on the go | sophisticated | effortless

compatible with car seat 
(accessory)
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JACKEY  |  FEATURES

The Easywalker Jackey automatically folds. It was designed for parents  
that are looking for just that little extra. 

extendable XL sun canopy 
and height-adjustable leg rest

peekaboo windowrain cover and transport  
bag included

unique accessory systemlightweight (7.5 kg), with  
four wheel suspension

7.5 
KG

folds into a smooth, self-
standing package (cabin size*)

one-handed seat adjustment

* when in doubt, check with your airline

SUSTAINABLE 
Jackey fabrics are  
made from recycled  
plastic bottles

leatherette handlebar  
and bumper bar

large shopping basket

AUTOMATIC 
FOLDING  
SYSTEM
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JACKEY  |  COLORS

shadow black
/ EJA10001

steel grey
/ EJA10005

forest green
/ EJA10002

pebble grey
/ EJA10004

frost blue
/ EJA10003
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JACKEY  |  ACCESSORIES

transport bag
/ included

soft cot
/ EA10007

mosquito net 
/ EJA10201

rain cover 
/ included

steering wheel
/ EML10207

phone holder
/ EML10205

cup holder
/ EML10203

led light 
/ EML10204

car seat adapter set
/ EJA10202
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The Easywalker Buggy XS is the ideal 
companion for parents on the go. 
Weighing just 6 kg, this stroller folds into  
a super-compact package, that you  
can literally take anywhere on earth,  
or just to go shopping. You won’t find  
a more compact and complete buggy  
on the market.



9594 Easywalker  |  BUGGY XS

can be used with soft cotfully reclining seat

 
BUGGY XS  |  FOR NEWBORNS

up to 15 kg

on the go  |  ultra compact  |  ultra light
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Easywalker Buggy XS is the most compact and complete buggy on the market.

fully reclining seatextendable sun canopypremium fabrics, fully padded

peekaboo windowlarge shopping basketbumper bar and 
rain cover included

folds into a self-standing 
compact package (cabin size*)

agile drive and one hand fold, 
with four wheel suspension 

lightweight (6 kg)

 
BUGGY XS  |  FEATURES

6 
KG

* when in doubt, check with your airline
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night black 
/ EX10003

desert pink 
/ EX10005

ocean blue
/ EX10004

melange grey 
/ EX10006

 
BUGGY XS  |  COLORS
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BUGGY XS  |  ACCESSORIES

rain cover
/ included

easyboard
/ EA10008

transport bag
/ EX10203 

mosquito net 
/ EX10202

soft cot
/ EA10007



MINI BUGGY XS.
ON THE GO IN STYLE.

MINI BY EASYWALKER
COLLECTION.

MINI STROLLER.
THE ICONIC CITY RIDE.

MINI BUGGY GO.
DESIGNED FOR URBAN NOMADS.

MINI BUGGY SNAP. 
THE AUTO FOLD.



Meet the MINI by Easywalker Buggy GO. Designed for city 
life and for travelling, this compact and light buggy is the 
ideal companion for any journey. You only need one hand 
to fold the MINI Buggy GO into a cabin-size package that 
can easily be carried over the shoulder with the integrated 
shoulder strap. Made in collaboration with MINI, this cool 
ride is sure to turn some heads.

MINI BUGGY GO.
DESIGNED FOR  
URBAN NOMADS.
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MINI BUGGY GO. 

MINI by Easywalker Buggy GO was designed for city life  
and for travelling.

fully reclining seat. can be used for newborns with soft cot.

up to 22 kg.
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peekaboo window.

unique accessory system.

bumper bar and rain cover included.

extendable sun canopy and  
height-adjustable leg rest.

lightweight (7 kg), with  
four wheel suspension.

7 
KG

folds compact into a self-standing 
package (cabin size*).

one-handed seat adjustment, 
folding and unfolding.

integrated transport bag 
and shoulder strap included.

large shopping basket.

* when in doubt, check with your airline

MINI BUGGY GO FEATURES.
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steering wheel.
/ EML10207

LED light.
/ EML10204

kensington grey.
/ EMG10003

soho grey.
/ EMG10002

oxford black.
/ EMG10001

phone holder.
/ EML10205

cup holder.
/ EML10203

soft cot.
/ EA10007

MINI BUGGY GO COLORS AND ACCESSORIES.

easyboard.
/ EA10008

transport bag.
/ included

mosquito net.
/ EML10202

rain cover.
/ included



The MINI by Easywalker Buggy SNAP was designed for 
parents that are looking for just that little extra. With just 
the push of a button, the MINI Buggy SNAP automatically 
folds into a compact, lightweight and self-standing bundle. 
Designed for modern parents, the MINI Buggy SNAP  
comes with a sophisticated finish and MINI branding. 
Whether you’re looking for city thrills or big adventure,  
the MINI Buggy SNAP is the perfect companion.

MINI BUGGY SNAP.
THE AUTO FOLD.
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MINI BUGGY SNAP. 

The MINI by Easywalker Buggy SNAP was designed for parents  
that are looking for just that little extra. 

fully reclining seat. can be used for newborns with soft cot.

up to 22 kg. compatible with car seat (accessory).
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peekaboo window.

unique accessory system.lightweight (7.5 kg), with  
four wheel suspension.

7.5 
KG

extendable XL sun canopy and  
height-adjustable leg rest.

leatherette handlebar and 
bumper bar.

rain cover and transport bag 
included.

large shopping basket.

folds into a smooth, self-standing 
package (cabin size*).

* when in doubt, check with your airline

MINI BUGGY SNAP FEATURES.

one-handed seat adjustment, 
folding and unfolding.
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steering wheel.
/ EML10207

kensington grey.
/ EMA10003

soho grey.
/ EMA10002

oxford black.
/ EMA10001

phone holder.
/ EML10205

car seat adapter set.
/  EJA10202

LED light.
/ EML10204

cup holder.
/ EML10203

mosquito net.
/ EJA10201

soft cot.
/ EA10007

rain cover.
/ included

MINI BUGGY SNAP COLORS AND UNIQUE ACCESSORY SYSTEM.



The MINI by Easywalker Buggy XS is the ideal companion 
for cool parents on the go. With just 6 kg and a super 
compact fold, you can take it with you anywhere across  
the globe, or just to go shopping. With its iconic MINI 
design you will always ride in style. You won’t find a more 
compact and complete buggy on the market.

MINI BUGGY XS.
ON THE GO IN STYLE.
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MINI by Easywalker Buggy XS is the most compact  
and complete buggy on the market.

can be used for newborns with soft cot.fully reclining seat.

up to 15 kg.

MINI BUGGY XS.
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large shopping basket.

extendable sun canopy.

folds compact into a self-standing 
package (cabin size*).

agile drive and one hand fold, with  
four wheel suspension.

fully reclining, can be used for 
newborns with soft cot.

peekaboo window.bumper bar and rain cover 
included.

lightweight (6 kg).

premium fabrics, fully padded.

6 
KG

* when in doubt, check with your airline

MINI BUGGY XS FEATURES.
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soft cot.
/ EA10007

transport bag.
/ EX10203

rain cover.
/ included

union jack classic.
/ EMX10002

oxford black.
/ EMX10005

union jack vintage.
/ EMX10001

mosquito net.
/ EX10202

soho grey.
/ EMX10006

MINI BUGGY XS COLORS AND ACCESSORIES.



Take a walk on the style side with the MINI by Easywalker 
stroller. Designed in collaboration with MINI this fashionable 
city ride is sure to turn some heads. The MINI by Easywalker 
stroller has everything that makes urban living great. This 
cool ride is the most compact, the most complete and with 
just 8 kg the lightest in the compact segment. After a day of 
fun it easily folds into a smooth and self-standing package. 

MINI STROLLER.
THE ICONIC CITY RIDE.
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FULL TRAVEL SYSTEM.

MINI by Easywalker Stroller is the most compact, the most  
complete and with just 8 kg the lightest in the compact segment.

with car seat.with parent facing seat.

with world facing seat.with carrycot.
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bumper bar included.

height-adjustable handlebar.

folds compact into a smooth  
self-standing package.

high seat with height adapters 
(accessory). 

lightweight (8 kg), with four wheel 
suspension.

big seat with three recline positions.

8 
KG

agile drive and easy to handle.

height-adjustable canopy.

XL sun canopy with ventilation 
and peekaboo window.

MINI STROLLER FEATURES.
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oxford black.
/ EM30001

soho grey.
/ EM30002

soho grey.
/ EM30022

oxford black.
/ EM30021

soho grey.
/ EM30302

oxford black.
/ EM30301

MINI STROLLER COLORS.
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soft cot.
/ EA10007

leatherette bumper bar.
/ included

mosquito net carrycot.
/ EHA20333

mosquito net seat.
/ ECH10332

height adapter set for seat.
/ ECH13087

rain cover seat.
/ ECH10330

car seat adapter set.
/ ECH13086

easyboard.
/ EA10008

rain cover carrycot.
/ included

MINI STROLLER ACCESSORIES.
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EASYWALKER  |  UNIQUE ACCESSORY SYSTEM

The Unique Accessory System allows you to attach your favorite accessory onto the 
handlebar and/or bumper bar with a single click. Suitable for Miley, Jackey and Rudey.

your child will have a lot of fun with the  
steering wheel
/ EML10207

explore new places without getting lost  
with the phone holder
/ EML10205

always have your morning coffee close  
with the cup holder
/ EML10203

ensure your visibility even after sunset  
with the led light 
/ EML10204

Easywalker  |  Unique accessory system
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EASYWALKER  |  ACCESSORIES

FOOTMUFFS

coral green
/ EHA20304

desert pink
/ EHA20303

ocean blue
/ EHA20302

stone grey
/ EHA20305

night black
/ EHA20301

topaz blue
/ EHA20316

arctic grey
/ EHA20314

polar black 
/ EHA20313

glacier blue
EHA20306

cloud grey
/ EHA20307

onyx black
/ EHA20311

sapphire blue
/ EHA20312

winter inlay
/ EA10004

sunshade
/ EA10005

mattress cover
/ EHA20334

ORGANIZERNURSERY BAG

cup holder
/ EB10201

snack tray
/ EB10202

easyboard
/ EA10008

night black 
/ EA10017

exclusive grey  
/ EA10016

ocean blue 
/ EA10010

coral green 
/ EA10012

desert pink
/ EA10011

stone grey
/ EA10013

exclusive grey 
/ EA10014

night black
/ EA10009

leatherette 
onyx black
/ EA10015

Easywalker  |  ACCESSORIES

steel grey
/ ERU10302

shadow black
/ ERU10301

forest green
/ ERU10303

XL shopping bag
/ EA10001
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• height adapter set
• car seat adapter set
• rain cover seat

• height adapter set
• car seat adapter set
• rain cover seat
• shopping bag

• height adapter set
• car seat adapter set
• rain cover seat
• shopping bag
• sunshade
• cup holder

PACK A PACK B PACK C

car seat adapter set
/ EHA13086

height adapter set
/ EHA13087

rain cover seat 
/ EHA20330

cup holder
/ EB10201

sunshade
/ EA10005

shopping bag
/ EA10001

EASYWALKER  |  HARVEY2 ACCESSORY PACKS

Easywalker  |  HARVEY2  ACCESSORY PACKS

The Easywalker accessory packs are suitable for the Harvey2 
and Harvey2 All-Terrain models.  
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